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Bruce eats lunch with friends.



55

Bruce meets friends in a nice 

restaurant. They order lunch. The 

waiter is rude to Bruce. The waiter is 

rude to Bruce again. Bruce just smiles. 

Bruce won’t let a rude waiter spoil  

his day.

Inner Power
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Bruce is in control of his emotions.



Inner Power

Bruce is a martial artist. To some, 

he is the greatest martial artist of all 

time. Bruce could say something rude 

to the waiter. Bruce could hurt the 

rude waiter. But Bruce won’t. Being a 

martial artist means more than kicks 

and punches.
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Bruce 
believes you 
learn how to 

fight so you don’t 
have to fight.
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Bruce walks away from the table.



Inner Power

Bruce’s approach to life is simple.  

He controls his thoughts. He controls 

his actions. What can Bruce gain  

by hurting the waiter with words  

or blows? Bruce has no need to  

show off his skills. Bruce is happy  

to walk away. 
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